Zero-bias spin separation generated by homogeneous optical excitation with terahertz radiation in quantum wells is reviewed. In gyrotropic semiconductor structures spin-dependent asymmetry of electron scattering induces a pure spin current which results in a spin separation. We consider the relaxation mechanism yielding the spin current due to the energy relaxation of a heated electron gas and the excitation mechanism caused by the scattering assisted free carrier absorption. An experimental access to these phenomena provides the application of an external magnetic field converting the spin current into a measurable net electric current. We discuss microscopic and phenomenological theory of these effects, give an overview of experimental data, and address several applications.
INTRODUCTION
The spin-orbit coupling provides a versatile tool to generate and to manipulate the spin degree of freedom in low-dimensional semiconductor structures. Band spin splitting, Dyakonov-Perel' spin relaxation and spin manipulation by means of an electric field (for reviews see Refs. 1-11), the spin-galvanic effect where a nonequilibrium spin polarization drives an electrical current (for reviews see Refs. 4, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or the reverse process in which an electrical current generates a nonequilibrium spin polarization [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] are all consequences of the spin-orbit interaction. One of the manifestation of the spin-orbit coupling is a generation of pure spin currents in low-dimensional semiconductor structures resulting in a spin separation. Pure spin currents represent a nonequilibrium state, where free carriers with the spin-up propagate mainly in one direction and an equal number of spin-down carriers propagates in the opposite direction. The state is characterized by zero electric current because electron charge flows of opposite spins cancel each other. However, it leads to a spatial separation and accumulation of the oppositely oriented spins at the edges of the sample. Pure spin currents in semiconductors can be induced by an electric field, like the spin Hall effect (for reviews see Refs. [9] [10] [11] or driven by optical means under inter-band optical transitions in non-centrosymmetric bulk and low-dimensional semiconductors (see, for example, Refs. 11, [23] [24] [25] . In gyrotropic semiconductor structures spin currents can also be obtained without driving a current (zero-bias spin separation). [26] [27] [28] Zero-bias spin separation is caused by the spin-dependent scattering and can be achieved in various ways but all of them must drive the electron gas into a nonequilibrium state. One straightforward method to obtain the zero-bias spin separation is based on electron gas heating followed by a spin-dependent energy relaxation of hot carriers. Electron gas heating can be achieved by, for example, Drude absorption of terahertz (THz) or microwave radiation. Moreover, due to the fact that the Drude absorption is accompanied by electron scattering by phonons, static defects, etc. it, itself, becomes in gyrotropic media spin-dependent and yields the spin separation. In this Chapter we consider microscopic processes resulting in zero-bias spin separation and give an overview of experimental investigations and application of this phenomenon. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 an overview of mechanisms yielding the zero-bias spin separation in quantum wells (QWs) is given. We focus the attention here on the generation of pure spin currents due to absorption of terahertz radiation. In Sec. 3 we discuss the conversion of pure spin currents into a net electric current by application of an external field which provides an experimental access to the zero-bias spin separation. In Sec. 4 the experimental results are presented and discussed in view of the theoretical background. Finally, in Sec. 5 we discuss applications of this phenomenon. In particular, we focus on the analysis of bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) and structure inversion asymmetry (SIA) causing the zero magnetic field band spin splitting in QWs. 
MICROSCOPIC MODEL
Pure spin currents resulting in the zero-bias spin separation come from asymmetry of the electron scattering in gyrotropic semiconductor structures. 26 Scattering of electrons involves a transition from a state with wavevector k to a state with wavevector k which is usually considered to be spin-independent. However, in gyrotropic media, e.g., GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells or heterojunctions, spin-orbit interaction adds an asymmetric spin-dependent term to the scattering matrix element
where V 0 describes the conventional spin-independent scattering and the term proportional to the second rank pseudo-tensor V αβ yields the asymmetric spin-dependent contribution responsible for the effects described here. The asymmetric spin-dependent scattering matrix element is linear in wavevector k and the Pauli spin matrices σ. * Microscopically, this term is caused by the structure inversion asymmetry and/or bulk inversion asymmetry (for recent reviews see Refs. 9-11).
Two mechanisms of the zero-bias spin separation, based on the asymmetric spin-dependent scattering given by Eq. (1), have been considered so far. 26 One of them is due to the asymmetry of optical transitions (photoexcitation mechanism) and the other is caused by the energy relaxation of photoexcited carriers (relaxation mechanism). Both mechanisms can be invoked by absorption of terahertz radiation.
Photoexcitation Mechanism of a Pure Spin Current
Absorption of THz radiation with the photon energy not high enough to excite direct inter-band or intersubband transitions is usually achieved by indirect intra-subband transitions and, therefore, is accompanied by scattering. Due to momentum and energy conservation intra-subband transitions include a momentum transfer from phonons and impurities to electrons. This type of absorption is also frequently called Drude or free carrier absorption. A process actuating spin separation due to indirect optical transitions is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The figure sketches the Drude absorption via virtual states for a spin-up subband (s = +1/2, left panel) and a spin-down subband (s = −1/2, right panel) of a gyrotropic quantum well containing a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). Vertical arrows indicate optical transitions at the initial state k x = 0 while the horizontal arrows describe an elastic scattering event to a final state with either positive or negative electron wavevector k x . While, for simplicity, we have only drawn transitions starting from k x = 0, the argument holds for arbitrary k x . Due to the spin dependence of scattering described by Eq. (1), transitions to positive and negative k x -states occur with unequal probabilities. This is indicated by horizontal arrows of different thicknesses. Since the asymmetric part of electron scattering is proportional to components of [σ × k ], probabilities for scattering to positive or negative k x are inverted for spin-down and spin-up subbands. † The asymmetry in absorption probabilities causes an imbalance in the distribution of photoexcited carriers for both subbands (s = ±1/2) between positive and negative k x -states. Therefore, electrons with spin-up and spin-down move in opposite directions yielding electron flows i ±1/2 within each spin subband. As a result a spin current j s = 1 2 (i +1/2 − i −1/2 ) is generated causing a spatial spin separation and spin accumulation at the sample edges.
Relaxation Mechanism of a Pure Spin Current
Another root of the pure spin current stems from the energy relaxation of the radiation heated electron gas. Figure 1 (b) sketches the process of energy relaxation of hot electrons for the spin subbands s = ±1/2 in a QW containing a two-dimensional electron gas. Energy relaxation processes are shown by curved arrows. Again we take into account the spin-dependent term in the scattering matrix element [see Eq. (1)] and obtain that transitions to positive and negative k x states occur with unequal probabilities. This fact is indicated in Fig. 1(b) by curved arrows of different thickness. The asymmetry causes an imbalance in the distribution of photoexcited carriers between positive and negative k x -states in both subbands. This in turn yields electron flows i ±1/2 , within each spin subband. Similar to excitation mechanism described above probabilities of scattering to positive or negative k x are inverted for spin-down and spin-up subbands, and therefore a pure spin current is generated and spin separation takes place.
CONVERSION OF PURE SPIN CURRENT INTO SPIN PHOTOCURRENT
A number of experimental methods aimed to the detection of the spin currents and spin separation have been developed. They comprise space resolved Faraday and Kerr rotation spectroscopy, 31 circularly polarized luminescence, 32 and transport using ferromagnetic contacts (see, for example, Refs. 33, 34). Spin separation also manifests itself by generation of an electric current in the spin-polarized system, like in the well-known anomalous Hall effect (for recent review see Ref. 11) . Experimental investigations of the zero-bias spin separation are based on such a conversion of the spin current into a spin-polarized charge current. This is achieved by applying an external magnetic field, which polarizes spins due to the Zeeman effect. As a result, an imbalance between the fluxes i ±1/2 is introduced giving rise to a net electric current j = e (i +1/2 + i −1/2 ), where e is the electron charge. 26 The generation of a spin photocurrent caused by the zero-bias spin separation in the presence of a magnetic field can be attributed to the class of magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effects.
27, 35 † Here we assumed kx = 0, and presence of SIA only. We also do not consider the effect of a k-linear spin splitting of the electron subband since it does not lead to a significant contribution to the pure spin current.
Spin Photocurrent Due to the Photoexcitation Mechanism
First we consider the generation of the photocurrent caused by the zero-bias spin separation as a result of the photoexcitation mechanism (see Sec. 2.1). An external magnetic field B results in different equilibrium populations of the two spin subbands due to the Zeeman effect. This is shown in Fig. 2 , where the Zeeman splitting, shifting the two parabolas vertically by ±gμ B B/2, is largely exaggerated to simplify the visualization. Obviously Drude absorption is proportional to the free carrier concentration. Therefore, magnitudes of shown in Fig. 1(a) fluxes i ±1/2 are proportional to the free carrier densities in spin-up and spin-down subbands n ±1/2 . Thus, in a Zeeman spin-polarized system (Fig. 2 ) the oppositely directed fluxes no longer compensate each other and hence yield a net electric current. This current is given by
where
is the average spin per particle and j s the pure spin current. We recall that in equilibrium the average spin is given by
where ε Z = −gμ B B is the Zeeman spin splitting,ε is the characteristic electron energy being equal to the Fermi energy ε F , or to the thermal energy k B T , for a degenerated or a non-degenerated 2DEG, respectively. Therefore, the photocurrent given by Eq. (2) depends linearly on the magnetic field and, in particular, reverses its direction upon the inversion of magnetic field orientation. In the limiting case of a fully spin-polarized electron gas sketched in Fig. 2 , electron flow in one of the spin subbands vanishes. Therefore, the electric current becomes independent of the magnetic field strength and carrier statistics and is given by j = ∓2ej s , where ∓ corresponds to ± sign of the Zeeman splitting. Experimentally full spin polarization in reasonable magnetic fields can be realized in diluted magnetic semiconductors (see Sec. 3.3).
A microscopic theory of the spin photocurrent due to the photoexcitation mechanism is developed in Ref. 26 . The photocurrent is analyzed within the framework of spin-density matrix for impurity scattering. The scattering asymmetry induced contribution to the photocurrents is given by
Here, v k =hk/m * is the electron velocity, m * the effective electron mass, δf sk the fraction of the carrier distribution function stemming from optical transitions in the spin subband s, M ex sk,sk the matrix element of the indirect optical transition, f sk the equilibrium distribution function of carriers in the spin subband s, ε k =h 2 k 2 /2m * the electron kinetic energy for in-plane motion, and s an index enumerating subbands with spin states ±1/2 along the direction of the external magnetic field. To the first order in spin-orbit interaction the compound matrix element for the indirect optical transitions via impurity scattering has the form
Here, A = Ae is the vector potential of the electromagnetic wave, c the light velocity and V kk the scattering matrix element given by Eq. (1). The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (5) By using Eqs. (1), (4) and (5) an expression for the electric current j can be derived. We consider the freecarrier absorption to be accompanied by electron scattering from short-range static defects and assume therefore that the matrix element V 0 and the coefficients V αβ are wavevector independent. For (001)-grown asymmetric QW structures belonging to C 2v point group there are only two non-zero components of the tensor V: V xy and V yx , where
For linearly polarized light at normal incidence and an in-plane magnetic field B y the photocurrent contributions parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field can be written as
where the photon energyhω is assumed to be smaller than the characteristic energyε, I, e and η(ω) are radiation intensity, polarization vector and absorbance, respectively.
From Eqs. (7) and (8) it follows that the photoexcitation mechanism results in a polarization-dependent photocurrent. The polarization dependences for transverse and longitudinal photocurrents with respect to the magnetic field orientation are given by
where α is the angle between the polarization plane of the light and the x-axis. We note, that the polarization behavior of j x and j y is independent of the scattering mechanism of Drude absorption and, as result, of temperature or wavelength.
Spin Photocurrent Due to the Relaxation Mechanism
The Zeeman effect disturbs also the balance between electron flows of opposite spins caused by the relaxation mechanism (Sec. 2.2) resulting in a net photocurrent. In the case of low spin polarization, the equilibrium electron spin per electron is determined by Eq. (3) and the net electric current caused by the relaxation mechanism is given by
The pure spin current j s is considered here as a function of the carrier density n e . In particular, for the Boltzmann statistics, where j s ∝ n e and, therefore, n e ∂j s /∂n e = j s , Eq. (10) yields
For the Fermi distribution, the derivative ∂j s /∂n e vanishes if the spin current is caused solely by k-linear terms in the matrix element of electron-phonon interaction but it is non-zero if higher order in k terms contribute to the spin current.
The microscopic theory of the magneto-induced photocurrent caused by the energy relaxation is developed in Ref. 30 . The treatment is also based on the spin-density-matrix formalism and is presented here for acoustic phonon mediated electron scattering. The energy relaxation of spin-polarized hot carriers in gyrotropic structures and in the presence of a magnetic field is accompanied by the generation of an electric current which is given by
where the index s designates the spin state, and w sk←sk the rate of phonon-induced electron scattering. The scattering rate has the form
where Ω q and q are the frequency and wavevector of the phonon involved, M rel sk, sk is the matrix element of electron-phonon interaction, N q the phonon occupation number and the signs "±" correspond to the phonon emission and absorption.
Taking into account k-linear contributions to the electron-phonon interaction, the matrix elements of electron scattering by phonons in (001)-grown QWs can be modelled by
where A(q z ) and B(q z ) are material parameters determined by the QW structure, and q z is the phonon wavevector component along the growth direction. The photocurrent is obtained assuming low electron gas heating by the radiation so that the electron temperature only slightly exceeds the lattice temperature. In the non-degenerated case and in the quasi-elastic approximation the photocurrent is given by
is a parameter which is determined by the ratio of the spindependent and spin-independent parts of the electron-phonon interaction given by Eq. (14) . In contrast to the current caused by the photoexcitation mechanism [see Eqs. (9)] the photocurrent due to relaxation is independent of the radiation polarization state and can be generated even by unpolarized light.
Spin Photocurrents in Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors
Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are traditionally defined as diamagnetic semiconductors doped with a few to several atomic per cent of some transition metal with unpaired d electrons. The exchange interaction between the localized electrons of d shells of the magnetic ions and delocalized band carrier states induce many spectacular features of DMS, such as the giant Zeeman splitting of the electronic bands and the giant Faraday rotation (for reviews see Refs. 11, 37-39). Naturally the conversion of the zero-bias spin separation into the net electric current is also strongly affected by the magnetic properties of DMS structures. Spin polarization of magnetic ions not only enhances the spin photocurrent due to the giant Zeeman effect but also disturbs the balance between electron flows with opposite spins due to spin-dependent scattering by localized magnetic ions. As for other spin-dependent phenomena in DMS the strength can be widely tuned by temperature, magnetic field and concentration of the magnetic ions. Moreover, the interplay of intrinsic and exchange effects may result in the sign inversion of the spin photocurrent.
First, we discuss the manifestation of the giant Zeeman effect. We consider (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te DMS quantum wells with Mn 2+ magnetic ions. As we discussed in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2, the photocurrent generated due to both excitation and relaxation mechanisms is proportional to the energy separation of the spin-up and spin-down subbands [see Eqs. (2) and (10)], which in Cd 1−x Mn x Te QW reads
Here, the first term defines the intrinsic spin splitting with the electron g-factor g e = −1.64 (Ref. 40) . The second term is caused by exchange and contributed by the Mn g-factor g Mn = 2 and the temperature of the Mn-spin system T Mn . Here, B 5/2 (γ) is the modified Brillouin function, N 0 α = 220 meV the exchange integral and N 0 the number of cations per unit volume. Phenomenological parameters S 0 and T 0 allow one to account for the Mn-Mn antiferromagnetic interactions within the magnetic ion system. The strong temperature dependence of the exchange contribution to the Zeeman splitting, given by the Brillouin function B 5/2 (γ), determines the temperature behavior of the spin photocurrent. In particular, it results in the reversing of the photocurrent direction by temperature variation due to the fact that the temperature-independent intrinsic and the T -dependent exchange contributions to the Zeeman splitting have opposite signs.
While the giant Zeeman effect only quantitatively changes the photocurrent, the mechanism we consider now is specific for DMS and is caused by the well-known spin-dependent electron scattering by polarized magnetic ions. 37 This electron scattering mechanism in DMS is effective because Mn atoms are introduced into the QW region. In external magnetic fields, when the Mn 2+ ions are spin polarized, the scattering rate of electrons with the spins aligned parallel and antiparallel to the Mn spins becomes different. This results in two unequal momentum relaxation times (τ p,+1/2 and τ p,−1/2 ) in the spin subbands. Since the electron fluxes i ±1/2 are proportional to τ p,±1/2 , the polarization of Mn spins leads to a net electric current. In Ref. 28 the photocurrent has been obtained assuming that the momentum relaxation of electrons is governed by their interaction with Mn 2+ ion localized in a QW. The corresponding Hamiltonian is given by
where i is the Mn 2+ ion index, S i the vector composed of the matrices of the angular momentum 5/2, u the scattering potential without exchange interaction, r the electron coordinate and R i the Mn 2+ ion position. The electron scattering by Mn potential, determined by u, is usually stronger than the exchange scattering determined by α. Note, that the parameter α in Eq. (17) is also responsible for the giant Zeeman splitting in Eq. (16) . Then, in the case of |α| |u|, we derive
where S Mn is the average Mn spin along the magnetic field direction. The photocurrent due to the spin-dependent scattering has the same direction as that due to the giant Zeeman splitting, because the average electron spin caused by the giant Zeeman effect is parallel to S Mn .
The total electric current caused by an imbalance of the oppositely directed spin-polarized flows of electrons in the magnetic field is given by the sum of both contributions. This holds until the electron gas becomes completely spin polarized, which can be achieved in DMS in reasonable magnetic fields. For the limiting case of full polarization all electrons occupy only one spin subband and one of the spin flows vanishes. In this case the photocurrent is due to the giant Zeeman effect only. It becomes independent of the magnetic field strength and its strengths is given by j = ∓2ej s , where ∓ corresponds to ± sign of the Zeeman splitting.
Phenomenological Theory of the Magneto-Gyrotropic Photogalvanic Effect
In Secs. 3.1 -3.3 we considered various microscopic mechanisms of the spin photocurrent formation. However, many macroscopic features of the magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effect, its behaviour upon variation in radiation polarization, crystallographic orientation, experimental geometry, etc., can be described in the frame of a phenomenological theory. 35 It operates with conventional (polar) vectors and pseudo (axial) vectors, and does not depend on details of microscopic mechanisms.
Phenomenologically the magnetic-field induced photocurrent in a linear approximation in the magnetic field B is given by
where Φ is a fourth-order tensor relating the electric current with the magnetic field. It has non-zero components in all systems lacking a center of inversion symmetry.
We analyze magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effects induced in asymmetric (001)-grown zinc-blende QW structures of the C 2v symmetry. For normally-incident linearly polarized radiation and an in-plane magnetic field, configuration relevant to most experiments considered below, the phenomenological Eq. (19) reduces to
x − e 2 y I + 2S 3 B y e x e y I .
Here the parameters S 1 to S 3 and S 1 to S 3 are linearly independent invariant components of the tensor Φ and the coordinate system used is given by Eq. (6) . ‡ For B y we have
where j 1 = S 2 B y I, j 2 = S 1 B y I, j 3 = 2S 3 B y I and α is the angle between the polarization plane of the light and the x-axis. The azimuth angle dependences of the transverse (j x ) and longitudinal (j y ) components of the photocurrent given by Eqs. (21) coincide with that obtained microscopically for the photoexcitation mechanism [see Eqs. (9)]. For the photocurrent detected in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field a polarization independent offset is allowed. Therefore, the effect can appear even with excitation by unpolarized radiation. This contribution is driven by the relaxation mechanism [see Eq. (15)]. Finally, we would like to note that the magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effect, in addition to the zero-bias spin separation considered here, may also arise from spin-independent orbital mechanisms. The latter comprise magnetic field induced photocurrents caused by a diamagnetic shift of energy bands 41 and diamagnetic corrections to the electron-phonon interaction 42 which, in particular, can be dominating in systems with a weak spin-orbit coupling (see also Ref. 43 and references therein). Independently of the mechanism the magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effect is described by the same phenomenological Eq. (19) . Thus, additional experiments aimed to explore the microscopic origin are required.
EXPERIMENTS ON THE ZERO-BIAS SPIN SEPARATION
Generation of the spin photocurrent caused by the zero-bias spin separation in the presence of an external magnetic field (magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effect) has been investigated in various low-dimensional materials like GaAs-, InAs-and DMS (Cd,Mn)Te-based quantum well structures. [26] [27] [28] In typical experiments terahertz radiation is directed onto a square shaped doped quantum well structures subjected to an in-plane magnetic field. A voltage signal across a load resistor is picked up on a pair of contacts alloyed into the sample (see inset in Fig. 3 ). The photoresponse can be detected in the external circuit with an oscilloscope or using the lock-in technique. The experiments are carried out applying radiation at normal incidence. § In Fig. 3 a magneto-induced photocurrent is shown for (001)-grown InAs QWs at room temperature. The linear coupling between the photocurrent j and the magnetic field B is in agreement with the phenomenological Eq. (20) . This behavior is typically observed for all non-magnetic QWs and for DMS structures at moderated fields and temperatures.
The most spectacular evidence for the spin dependent origin of the magnetic field induced photocurrent has been obtained in experiments on (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te DMS structures. 28 The photocurrent was detected at low power terahertz radiation of a continuous-wave laser operating at λ = 118 μm and power P of about 1 mW. As an important result it was observed that cooling of the sample changes the signal polarity and increases its absolute values by more than two orders of magnitude. While at moderate temperatures the signal depends linearly on B, at low T the saturation of the photocurrent with magnetic field strength rising was observed (see the data for T = 1.9 K in Fig. 4) . Both above temperature and magnetic field dependences are typical for DMS due to exchange interaction and polarization of the Mn 2+ ions localized in the quantum well (see Sec. 3.3). § In (001)-oriented QWs this geometry allows us to exclude other effects known to cause photocurrents. The sign inversion of the photocurrent with temperature decrease follows from the fact that both photocurrent contributions caused by the exchange interaction [see Eqs. (10) and (18)] have opposite sign to the photocurrent due to the intrinsic Zeeman effect and rapidly increase with decreasing temperature. A substantial input of the photocurrent caused by the spin-dependent electron scattering due to polarized magnetic ions [see Eq. (18)] results in a much stronger temperature dependence as that of the giant Zeeman effect. The photocurrent saturation with rising magnetic field strength observed at low temperature is a consequence of the full polarization of Mn 2+ ions. We note that for investigations of the spin photocurrents in DMS structures only low radiation power with P of the order of milliwatt or even lower should be used. 28 Application of high power radiation heats the Mn 2+ system and destroys magnetic ion polarization.
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The dependence of the photocurrent direction on the sign of electron g-factor was clearly shown in measurements on non-magnetic GaAs/AlGaAs QWs of different width. It is well known that in such systems the g-factor is negative in wide enough QWs and positive if the QW width is smaller than ≈ 5 nm. 13 Experiments show that both polarization independent and polarization dependent contributions to the photocurrent in GaAs/AlGaAs QWs of 4 nm width have opposite sign with respect to that in wider QWs with a similar doping. This result agrees with Eqs. (2) and (3) demonstrating that the currents direction is governed by the g-factor sign. The connection of the photocurrent to the zero-bias spin separation is also manifested by the temperature dependence of the photosignal in non-magnetic QWs shown in Fig. 5 . In Ref. 26 it was obtained that at high temperatures the current decreases as n e /T with increasing temperature. At low temperature, however, the photocurrent becomes independent of temperature and, moreover, of the electron mobility and density. Such a behavior follows from the analysis of Eqs. (7) and (8) corresponding to the excitation mechanism discussed in Sec. 3.1. These equations show that the temperature dependence of the photocurrent j is determined by the product of the average spin S and momentum relaxation time τ p . Thus, for a fixed scattering mechanism, e.g., phonon or impurity scattering, the current is given by j ∝ η(ω)τ p S. At ωτ p 1, which is valid for most THz experiments on high mobility samples, absorbance is proportional to n e /τ p (see Ref. 45) , and therefore η(ω)τ p is independent of the electron mobility. The only temperature-dependent parameter remaining is the equilibrium spin polarization given by Eq. (3). At low temperatures S ∝ 1/ε F and does not depend on temperature. Furthermore, as the Fermi energy ε F ∝ n e the photocurrent becomes independent even of the electron density (see Fig. 5 ). At high temperatures electron energy distribution is sufficiently well described by the Bolzmann statistics and S ∝ 1/T [see Eq. (3)]. Therefore, the current j is proportional to n e /T , in agreement with experiment. Such temperature dependence has also been detected for CdTe/(Cd,Mg)Te non-magnetic QWs as well for (Cd,Mn)Te/(Cd,Mg)Te DMS structures excited by high power radiation of a pulsed THz laser. In the latter case the photocurrent is due to intrinsic Zeeman splitting only and the temperature dependence of the DMS matches that of non-magnetic structures.
Both microscopical and phenomenological treatment of the magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effect show pronounced dependence of the photocurrent on the polarization state of the radiation. Depending on the microscopic mechanism of the zero-bias separation the photocurrent can be obtained applying unpolarized radiation (relaxation mechanism, Sec. 3.2) or polarized radiation (excitation mechanism, Sec. 3.1). Experimental data obtained upon changes of the azimuth angle α for the in-plane magnetic field aligned along y-axis (see Fig. 6 ), clearly demonstrates agreement with phenomenological Eqs. (21) and microscopic equations (7) and (8) . 26, 35 In (001)-grown QWs an in-plane magnetic field applied along one of <110>-directions results both in contributions of the photocurrent normal and parallel to B. The longitudinal current [j 3 sin 2α in Eq. (21)] is caused by the excitation mechanism and depends on the radiation polarization state. The transverse photocurrent consists of two contributions, the polarization independent photocurrent [j 2 in Eq. (21)] due to the relaxation mechanism and the polarization dependent photocurrent [j 1 cos 2α in Eq. (21)] caused by the excitation mechanism. The contributions j 1 and j 2 can easily be separated by subtracting and adding the photocurrents in response to the radiation field oriented along (α = 0 • ) and normal (α = 90 • ) to magnetic field B, respectively. For experiments with unpolarized radiation like in Fig. 3 the photocurrent can be detected in the transverse geometry only and is solely determined by the relaxation mechanism.
APPLICATION OF SPIN PHOTOCURRENTS
Spin photocurrents provide an experimental access to symmetry of low-dimensional structures. Indeed, the theory of the zero-bias spin separation (Sec. 2) reveals that the photocurrent is proportional to the degree of inversion asymmetry given by the values of V αβ in Eq. (1). The microscopic origin of these terms linear in electron wavevector is the structure inversion asymmetry and the bulk inversion asymmetry. BIA and SIA terms can interfere resulting in an anisotropy of the spin-dependent scattering and, consequently, of the photocurrent. Hence, the analysis of the photocurrent can be used to characterize the quantum well symmetry and the band spin splitting.
Applying this technique SIA/BIA has been investigated in great detail in (110)-oriented GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. 46 The particular feature of zinc-blende structure based (110)-grown QWs is that they are characterized by extraordinarily slow spin dephasing. [47] [48] [49] [50] The reason for the long spin lifetime of several nanoseconds is the (110)-crystal orientation: the effective magnetic field due to spin-orbit coupling points into the growth direction 51 and spins oriented along this direction do not precess. Hence the Dyakonov-Perel' spin relaxation mechanism, 52 which is based on the spin precession in the effective magnetic field and usually limits the spin lifetime of conduction electrons, is suppressed. If, however, (110)-grown QWs are asymmetric, the structure inversion symmetry is broken and Rashba spin-orbit coupling 53 causes an in-plane effective magnetic field, thus speeding-up spin dephasing.
The magneto-gyrotropic photogalvanic effect is an ideal tool to probe the symmetry of (110)-grown QWs. The photocurrent can only be observed for asymmetric structures but vanishes if QWs are symmetric. This follows from the symmetry arguments. For unpolarized radiation or for radiation polarized along x-axis the photocurrent is phenomenologically determined solely by the coupling of the photocurrent (polar vector) with the magnetic field (axial vector).
¶ In the asymmetric structures (C s -point group) the only nonidentity symmetry element is In experiments the structure inversion asymmetry has been varied by the δ-doping position with respect to the QW. This asymmetric doping yields an asymmetric potential profile inside the QWs. The degree of SIA is reflected in the magnetic field dependence of the photocurrent displayed in Fig. 8 . The currents shown here are proportional to the applied field but the slope of j x (B y ) is sample dependent. The largest slope is obtained for the sample A with the strongest asymmetry while the photocurrent vanishes for the symmetrically doped sample E. Furthermore, if the doping profile is reversed (from sample B to D), the slope of the photocurrent becomes reversed, too. In the case of sample E, the absence of a magnetic field induced photocurrent in an in-plane B indicates that the QW is highly symmetric and lacks the structure asymmetry. Hence, measurement of the photocurrents gives us an experimental handle to analyze the degree of structure inversion asymmetry and demonstrates that the position of the doping layer can be effectively used for tuning the SIA strength.
The structure inversion asymmetry determines the Rashba spin splitting and therefore controls the DyakonovPerel' spin relaxation 52 for spins aligned along the z-direction. Any variation in SIA, e.g., due to asymmetric doping, should result in a variation of the spin relaxation time. The connection of the spin lifetimes τ s with the structure asymmetry has been demonstrated applying samples characterized by the photocurrent measurements. 46 The spin lifetimes extracted from time-resolved Kerr rotation measurements are shown in Fig. 9 for symmetrically and asymmetrically doped QW. In agreement with the photocurrent measurements, indicating a larger degree of asymmetry of the samples B and D compared to E, τ s in sample E is found to be more than three times larger than that in sample B and about two times larger than in sample D.
In (110)-grown QWs zero SIA is obtained from the almost symmetrically doped QWs which set an upper limit of spin dephasing in GaAs QWs. This is in contrast to (001)-grown structures, where such a profile results in a substantial SIA. 54, 55 This essential difference stems from the lower growth temperature of (110)-oriented QWs which suppress the segregation process. The high growth temperature of (001)-oriented heterostructures leads to substantial dopant migration in the growth direction 56 and results in structure asymmetry of symmetrically doped QWs. Therefore, the structure asymmetry in (001)-grown samples can not be judged simply by relying on the growth process. The study of spin photocurrents can also provide the direct access to the interference of SIA and BIA in such structures. This is demonstrated by Fig. 10 , which shows j 1 and j 2 attributed to the photoexcitation and to the relaxation mechanisms, respectively. The data corresponds to three GaAs/AlGaAs low-dimensional structures which differ in their structure inversion asymmetry. Sample 1 is a heterojunction which has the strongest SIA contribution. Samples 2 and 3 are quantum wells of the 30 nm width, asymmetrically and symmetrically modulation doped, with larger and smaller strength of SIA, respectively. The fact that with decreasing degree of the structure inversion asymmetry the currents become lower is in excellent agreement with the picture of asymmetric scattering driven currents.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In gyrotropic semiconductor structures spin-dependent asymmetry of electron scattering induces a pure spin current which results in the zero-bias spin separation. Two microscopic mechanisms of this effect are known so far. The excitation mechanism is based on radiation absorption and the resulting spin current can be detected only in optical experiments applying terahertz or microwave radiation. The relaxation mechanism, however, is more general and can be responsible for the spin separation in optical as well as in transport experiments. It is based on electron gas heating which can be achieved by absorption of radiation or by applying an electric field. In the latter case the zero-bias spin separation may overlap with the spin Hall effect. These two effects, however, can easily be distinguished in experiment by reversing the dc electric current polarity. While the spin Hall effect should invert its sign, the zero-bias spin separation is insensitive to the current direction. As for the future study of zero-bias spin separation and its conversion into a net electric current, experiments on the structures with strong spin-orbit coupling, large g-factor or g-factor engineering would be desirable and informative. Such experiments would reveal a great deal about the momentum, energy and spin relaxation of nonequilibrium photoexcited carriers, band spin splitting, and so on.
